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It is not difficult to understand the mission John McCain was pursuing when he visited Georgia 

on 1-2 January. Media coverage of the trip demonstrated that something sinister was going on, 

and the fact that he made the trip at all, when he has no official position in the current 

Administration or the incoming one but is allowed to act “off message” with impunity, should 

not only raise the usual alarms but get a few people responding to them for once. 
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On the basis of both his track record in the Senate and his questionable Vietnam War service, 

many veterans of that period and subsequent ones consider McCain both a coward and a traitor. 

Those who know his track record consider him more of a liability than a help to any good cause. 

But McCain knows this himself, and that is why he continually abuses his position as an elected 

Congressman by going round the world pursuing his private agendas and then claiming he 

somehow represents people, is somehow acting officially, and therefore everything he says and 

does has sanction, and cannot be subject to any scrutiny. 

As Veterans Today Bureau Chief in Georgia Jeffrey Silverman shared with me, “He is really a 

piece of shit in my book, and very much responsible for the 2008 Georgian Russian war, lots of 

blood on his hands. 

“My main points about McCain are that he has an old cold war mindset and sees Russia as the 

real enemy of the US … that was why he spoke out against Trump recently, supposedly because 

of the so-called Russian hacking but in reality because good relations with Russia will cut into 

his profits from gun running. 

“Another thing is his key role in installing the puppet regime in power in Kiev as part of a larger 

ploy to divvy up what is left of Ukraine and sell it off to the highest bidders. The story comes 

together, him being in Georgia, with the appointment of Saakashvili as the governor of Odessa, 

and the key role that this port town plays in the ratline of stolen Iraqi and Syrian oil and weapon 

transfers”. 

If McCain visits Georgia, that well-known regional CIA dirty tricks capital, just at the time when 

one US President is leaving and another has not been inaugurated – in other words, when there is 

no one to supervise him – the locals have every reason to be suspicious. The CIA stays while 

politicians come and go. It will always protect its interests, regardless of what orders it is 

supposed to be following, and McCain has been the link man in so many dirty operations it is 

natural that the Georgian end of these operations should turn to him as it attempts to negotiate a 

new political wind. 

Visiting friends who don’t recognise you 

The official cover story for the trip is that U.S. Senator John McCain (Republican-Arizona) and 

his minions visited the village of Khurvaleti, near the Administrative Boundary Line with the 

breakaway Georgian region of South Ossetia. 

This is the same ethnic region which former Georgian President Saakahvili attacked in August 

2008 with cluster bombs aimed at civilians, an action many considered a ploy to help McCain in 

the US presidential race. The war was used to cover the disappearance of massive quantities of 

weapons delivered to Georgia for defensive purposes which had actually been sold on to terrorist 

groups in Turkey and Syria, amongst other places. This had always been the intention of 

purchasing these weapons, which were supplied under US military aid through companies based 

in McCain’s Arizona, who are major donors to his campaigns and need friends in the Senate to 

keep operating this way. 
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The two Georgian breakaway regions, South Ossetia and Abkhazia, have been under the 

protection of Russian forces since the August 2008 war. This persuaded McCain to pose for 

journalists as he shook hands with a local man standing in Russian-controlled South Ossetia, in 

the same way he has previously posed for photos with ISIS and Al-Qaeda leaders on similar 

“diplomatic missions” which have led to him announcing that “we” (whoever that may be) 

support their cause, with Arizona-made and aid-supplied weapons soon following. 

He and two other US Senators visited the Baltic States and Ukraine before Georgia (RFE/RL’s 

Georgian Service). But are we to believe that this was merely a fraternal gesture? 

This interregnum period is the prime time to create problems for Donald Trump before he takes 

office on January 20. The more Trump sees things going on which he may not like, the more 

time he will have to devote to stopping them and the less opportunity he will have to do so when 

other issues arise which have to be given priority. The Senators visited the Russian border states 

to secure existing operations and also themselves, at least until they can retire with dignity if they 

find no other way out. 

Policy? What policy? 

Trump took a lot of positions during his campaign which caused alarm around the world. But he 

also said that the US should stop getting involved in expensive foreign wars and interventions. 

This comment, unlike many others, did not provoke international outrage – no one said “our US 

allies are going to protect us anymore, we must oppose this”. But it has provoked concern in one 

predictable quarter – the US military-industrial complex, which remains impervious to the 

damage done to the US, not to mention other countries, by all these wars, which it largely created 

to use up the weapons it has obtained funding for, and wants to continue obtaining funding for. 

McCain has a track record of being the point man for such destruction-peddling operations. 

Observers have long noted that US activities in Georgia, which do not all seem to be authorised, 

are attempts to use its strategic location to spoil relations with Turkey, Russia and Iran (over 

Syria) and provoke a conflict situation which what could turn into WW3. We also know that 

McCain met with Al Nusra in Syria on an ongoing basis, a strange action for a man committed 

by his country and office to fighting terrorism. 

But this trip was designed to spoil relations between Russia and the US. The stories about 

“Russian hacking” of the US election, which now appear to be based purely on government 

sources who won’t release the information they have, were part of the same campaign – frighten 

the neighbouring countries into accepting more US assistance to stop Russia, with strings 

attached, and you have enough interested parties to keep a corrupt scheme going. If Congress 

starts to object, all these countries can be wheeled in and scream about why Russia needs to be 

stopped, and no one in the US will dare stand up to such manipulation in public. 

Much is involved in these extra-Constitutional US schemes. As one example, we might mention 

the Kirkuk pipeline in Iraq, allegedly blown up, which has actually been delivering for ISIS, and 

the oil stolen from Baghdad by the Kurds. These deals use the same people, the same banking, 
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the same buyers and the same ships, whoever is in the White House and whatever the official 

policy may be. 

Talking to yourself 

During their visit to Georgia the three Senators, U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee 

Chairman John McCain, Lindsey Graham (Republican – South Carolina) and Amy Klobuchar 

(Democrat – Minnesota) held talks with the country’s leadership and opposition representatives, 

who were mostly members of the former Saakashvili government. 

These meetings are customary but formed an important part of the Senators’ visit. Some of the 

UNM people they spoke to, such as Davit Bakradze and Giga Bokeria, represent the more 

sensible elements of the party. But they are now enemies in the eyes of Saakashvili, whose 

remaining slaves continue to spout everything he tells them to. As Mischa won’t give up the 

party chairmanship despite not even being in the country, his party is on the verge of splitting in 

two, with each faction trying to obtain all the UNM’s ill-gotten assets, name and affiliation with 

various Euroloons such as the European People’s Party for themselves. 

The present Georgian government still accommodates the US more than is decent or beneficial, 

as we see with its kicking of the Zhvania investigation into the long grass and its refusal to admit 

that the Tbilisi biolab is just that, and not a peaceful scientific institute. It has however tried to 

address the worst of the US abuses. With Saakashvili now an embarrassment to all, the US may 

still be able to bring back its old stooges if the man himself can be got rid of. As the US has 

propped up and then kicked out every other Georgian government, it makes a lot of sense to 

conduct a fact-finding mission with this purpose. 

An article in The Guardian reveals another aspect of the mission.The title says enough: John 

McCain in Georgia: US ‘must stand up to Vladimir Putin’. McCain is apparently telling his own 

government what to do, when it is refusing to pass immediate judgment on whether action needs 

to be taken over the supposed Russian hacking. This is not a fraternal gesture but an aggressive 

one, designed to enlist those friends to support the schemes promoted by the Senators before a 

new Administration, which may not be able to tolerate them, is able to do anything about it. 

Both McCain and Lindsey Graham are still committed to Cold War rhetoric about standing up to 

Russia, and trying to keep the rest of the world stuck in the days when that actually meant 

something. Graham told the Georgian media that the Senators hoped to make 2017 the year of 

offence: “We [believe] that Putin has hacked into our elections in America, that he is trying to 

undermine democracy all over the world, and it is time for new sanctions to hit him hard as an 

individual, his energy sector, his banking sector. It is time to push back against Putin, but be a 

better friend to our allies over here including Georgia – to be more helpful,” he said. 

So the Senators argue that a leopard can’t change its spots. Are we therefore to accept that they 

have changed theirs? If the US wanted to help Georgia and its other allies it would introduce and 

support the values Americans profess to hold most dear – democracy, rule of law and human 

rights. They have always done exactly the opposite in Georgia and many other countries, but 

having been found out still hope that rhetoric will triumph over hypocrisy, as people allowed it to 
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do for so long due to their genuine longing for those very same values and whoever else said 

they wanted them. 

Both these Senators have personal track records of using Georgia and Georgians in Ukraine as 

part of their agenda; these links are well established. We know the Georgian links with Bel 

Trading and Consulting and KNM World Services based at 3917 40th Street Ocala, FL 34480. 

Bel is whence many of the weapons for the “misunderstood freedom fighters” in Syria come 

from, via documents bearing the same signatures as other shipments investigated years ago – the 

Georgian Minister of Defence and his Deputy, Mamuka Muriri and Almendieiev Arkadii (Bel 

Trading and Consulting). Some of this can be found on US Embassy Cable 09STATE79547. 

The Senators’ allegiance to the System Behind The System, not the people they are supposed to 

represent, may be more personally beneficial to them than furthering policy, as they are obliged 

to do when representing their country officially, as they did on this trip. But the actions these 

extra-Constitutional interventions provoke elsewhere, by other actors, are also beyond oversight 

even by the US president, who can no longer say, as Harry Truman famously did, that “The Buck 

Stops Here”. None of this should be tolerated in elected officials of the United States, of all 

places – and if Trump wants to “Make America Great Again”, here is exactly where he should 

start. 
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